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I n t r o d u c t i o n 

The fission of a heavy nucleus into three parts of approximately equal mass is ap-

parently one of the most interesting and significant aspects of the nuclear fission 

physics. In fact, there are no theoretical studies dealing with the problem. Some remarks 

concerning the possibility of this decay mode have been made by Swiatecki/l/. V .J,; .:;trutin

sky/2/ introducing the liquid drop model which has determined the equilibrium forms of the 

nucleus leading to fission. It has been shown that along with the simplest single-neck con

figuration, more complicated configurations of conditional equilibrium with two and more 

necks are possible. However, the calculated value of the two-neck configuration potential 

energy is much higher than in the usual case which probably leads to a very small cross 

section for ternary fission. 

The attempts to observe this rare phenomenon have been made in a major way while 

fissioning U 235 with thermal neutrons.In each experiment the value of the ternary 

fission cross section was determined, however, as the measurement technique was developed, 

the cross section for the effect in each subsequent experiment was smaller/)/. 

The method of fragment detection by means of surface-barrier detectors has opened 

new possibilities for the investigation of ternary fission. 

Muga/4/ has studied the fission of U 235 with thermal neutrons by means of this 

method and found that the value of the ratio of ternary fission cross section to the 

binary fission one is b31' /f5i!.F ;(1.)~0.6)10-6 • He has also found/ 51 that in the spon-

taneous fission of Cf 252 the ratio Cj,j(3'2,: is 2.210-6 • 

In a recent paper of Stoenner and l!illman/9/ the yield of some !/1:- and 

U 235 
isotopes from the fission of with thermal neutrons has been determined by 

the radiochemical method. According to the paper/4/the content of the isotopes in the case 

) 



of ternary fission with the given cross section should be 5.10-6 - 5.10-5 per cent. 

However, the authors ~ave not observed these isotopes, the upper limits being from 10-7 

to 10-lO per cent. 

U ~ It is noteworthy that the reaction + f1o is not the only possible and 

probably not the best one for the detection of ternary fission, since the excitation energy 

and the value of Z 2/R of the nucleus in this case are rather small. 

A certain advantage is achieved in reactions with heavy ions. The compound 

nucleus produced from the reaction with a heavy particle has high excitation energy and is, 

as a rule, neutron-deficient, i.e. with a large parameter 'Z fA 
At present, nucl"~,i with Z2( /1 up to 44 and with excitation energy above lOOMeV 

can be easily obtained. There is a hope that the cross section for ternary fission of 

UZJS 
these nuclei will be much larger than that for +no and therefore this process will be 

more convenient for experimental study. 

Up to date there have been t•o papers/7/,/B/dealing with Ne20 and Ar40 • 

Mica with some admixture of lead or uranium was used both as a target and as a fission 

fragment detector. After bombarding, the samples were etched in such conditions that the 

ion tracks were largely different from the fissioll fragment tracks. 

The presence of a "three-prong star• has been due to ternary fission. Similar 

experiments have been performed with a thor ide crystal (fhS/ 0~). The measurement rec.ults 

are given below: 

Reaction 

Ne 20+Pb 
!h .. 40 + Pb 
!lt 40 + u 

-. A-z40 + Th 

zzj/1 
36, { 
40,4 
43, 4 
43, 5 

(33, /r5aF 
6·10 

_., 

-3 s· 10 
-2. 3· 10 

3· 310 
' 

-2 

Tbe contribution of the cross section for ternary fission is very large, in 

Gome case up to ) per cent. 

In the present paper an attempt has been made to observe ternary fission in 

bombarding U 238 and !/u 191 with Ne 22 
ions, the energy of each fragment being detec

ted, 

The experiments have been conducted with the external beam of the Jlo em heavy 

ion cyclotron of the Laboratory of rruclear Re~ctions, JTNR. 

Experimental 

The layout of the experimental arrangement is given in Fig.l. 
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The 
c2 

Ne external beam was focused with (!uadrupole len..-.. es, 'llciphragmed c:tnd 

hit the tar~et positioned in the center of the scattering chamber. The dimensions of the 

beam on the target were determined by the last diaphragm, 4 mm in diameter. '!'he incident 

-energy was 190 MeV, the energy resolution wa.s 2 j,;ev. 

Thin targets of 50ld and uranium were used in experimentn. 'rhe gold target 

was 200 !'~ fcm 2 thick, the uranium targets were made by means cf electrophoresis 

which made it possible to obtain )00-400 )1~/ em 2 layers on a thin Ni (40rJfc,.zJor /If 
{100-150f1{<1ftt}backing. 'rhe target was positioned at 45° to the beam direction. 

The fission fragments were detected by three { Si +flu} nurface-barrier 

detectors, each with a sensitive area of 1 cm2 , fabricated from n-type silicon crystal 

with specific resistance JP = 25oo ohm/em. 

The back-bias voltage was So V, which corresponded to the sensitive depth of 

about 2oo /' • In this case the range of the fragment in the sensitive layer was much 

less than the layer depth, however, these conditlons were chosen, on one hand, to 

diminish the "defect of ionization•/9/ of the detector and, on the other hand, to detect 

the total energy of the scattered ions striking the detector. The detectors were 

positioned in the plane perpendicular to the direction of the incident beam. The ~ngles 

between the detectors and the beam direction were 73° , the angles between the detectors 

in the plane perpendicu'lar to the beam oould be varied_.The experiments were conducted with 

two different distances between the detectors and the target: J.5 em and 5 em, •hich 

corresponded to the registration efficiency of each counter ( 5·{0.3and 2,5·10-:; re:;pec

tively). 

To record the ternary fission effect a fast-slow coincidence cJ·rcult with 

simultaneous amplitude analysis of each fragment wac used. The block-din"ram of the 

electronic circuitry is shown in J<'ig. 2. The pulses were applied from detecto.-s to the 

·charge-sensitive pre-amplifiers whose notse levelwas below 150 ke'l ctnd ther1 piH3Sed 

through to the input of the linear amplifiers. After amplification the pul••s were 

applied in parallel to a three-fold fast coincidence circuit with time re"olution 

50 nsec and to a four-fold slow coincidence ctrcult with time reso~ution 500 noec. 

Each dimensional axis of the anl'llyser consisted of li4 channels. 'l'his electronic 

recording system was chosen due to the followin~: 

the JlO em cyclotron was operated in the conditions of outer moduht1on with 

1.2 msec pulses and duty factor ).5 .1'he time structure of the be:>m durint; 1.2 m·,ec wao 

dependent upon the acceleration conditions. In our case 10 nsec pulses were ~1r Q(i uc ed 

every 210 nsec. ( To ) 
Now one can easily show that if the proper time reRolution of the coinaidenc• 



system is within the limits of: 

to 4. '(F <. Lo 
the number of accidental coincidences will be determined not by ~F , but by a 

,.,.- -I 
certain new value L-a. & L0 ;2. = loo nsec. Since with fission fragments it 'was very 

difficult to attain time resolution lo msec, we chose another value of 5o nsec which 

significantly simplified the electronic circuitry. The instrumentation stability was con

tinuously che.cked and was not below 1.5 per cent, the checking was carried out by means of 

a standard generator connected with the input of the preamplifiers. 

Measurements and Results 

It was found for the fixed geometry of the counters at 190 MeV that the main 

leading of the detectors was due to the fission fragments. Therefore the only source of 

the background could be accidental triple coincidences of the fragments. This required 

certain limitation of the beam intensity up to the value of 250-JOO fragm./sec. 

In the first set of experimen(s the detectors were positioned in the plane per

pendicular to the beam, so that the two were at 180° to each other, while the third one was 

at 90° to to the first two. 

Under these conditions real double coincidences occur between the detectors fac

ing each othe· however, the detection of these coincidences is possible only in the 

case of the accidental coincidence between the binary fission event and the pulse from the 

third detector. 

The followin~ data have been obtained by these measurements: 

1. The time resolution of the coincidence system for the real fragment pulses which was 

10-7 .s.ec. 

2. The kinetic energy spectrum of the fragments. 

J .The total energy spectrum of the binary fission fragmeot·s. 

4. The detection efficiency of binary fission equal to £ =0.2 for the chosen geometry. 

5. The total energy spectrum of double accidental coincidences of the fission fragments. 

6. The total energy spectrum of triple accidental coincidences of the fission fragments. 

by each 

With the 

The measurement result& are given in l'ig .J. The spectra of the fragments detected 

counter and the total Kinetic energy spectrum of the fragments are in good agreement 

data/10,11/. 

The distribution of the total kinetic energy of binary fission shows a 

maximum at [ ZF z 200 MeV, while the spectrum of triple accidental ooinci-

dences shows a maximum at - JOO ~.ev 

Therefore one could expect that the real total energy spectrum of ternary 

fission fragments should be between 200 .C.. E3F ~ JOO MeV. 
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Another set of experiments has been performed with detectors positioned at 1200 

to one another, th~ detectors being at 5 em from the target. Twenty events of triple co-

incidence have been detected, the rate being - 0.5 event per hour. The expected amount 

of accidental coincidences for the whole irradiation run is about four. 

Individual and total kinetic energies of the fragments are given in the table. Two 

groups can be easily distinguished: the main group corresponding to total energy 

250 MeV and 5 events with energy above JOO MeV, which can be interpreted as accidental 

coincidences. 

The observed effect is extremely small, therefore it is difficult to obtain good 

accuracy of statistics in the spectra. This , in its turn, does not permit to arrive at 

certain conclusions concerning the mass distribution and angular correlation of ternary 

fission cross section. 

However, from the data obtained one can determine the upper and lower limits of 

the cross section if certain assumption is made concerning the fragment correlation. 

Let us assume that the emission of two fragments is equally probable in all di

rections and that it is the third fragment which is responsible for the total momentum 

conservation of the system. In this case the ratio 

the maximum value determined as: ( 03
F / r:5aF }max "'" 

where 

of ternary fission 

NJF 1 
N z. F . """E~o 7\l (.,..,-.J,---1) ~ 

the amount of detected ternary fission events, 

- the total amount of fragments detected by one counter, 

to binary one iS 

y ·<) 
N31= 

NZ-F 
E.o 
1 

the detection efficiency of each counter in the given geometry, 

- the detection efficiency of a strictly correlated event in the given geometry. 

Here one does not take into account a possible difference in the angular distri

butions of ternary and binary fission fragments. 

The minimum value ()3~/~z.F oan be calculated using the assumption that all the 

three fragments are strictly correlated: 

{ G:!>F /cfzF) min 
f'/JF 
NaF -:nc~ 

These estimates indicate that the ratio GJF/ffar:. is within the limits: 

(2.Gto,7)to·6 c:::. c)3r:.fc5u L. (1-±0.25)-fO_,_, 
With a view of narrowing these limit.s similar measurements G3F/{S'z,: have.been 

performed, the detectors being at ).5 em from the target. The following values have been 

obtained: 

{ 5±1,5)·10.6 ~ Ga'/Gu ~ {1.5t0.5)·10-t., 
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Thus, the limits of the effect observed are: 

(5!:1,5)10-6 ~ G3F/(5z,: .( (1=0.2.5)·10- 4 

UZJs N 22 Besides the reaction + e , ternary fission has been studied in the 

/7"1 N 22 · 
reaction f-lu + e at 190 MeV, The level of the triple coincidence effect in the 

reactton with gold was more than by a factor of 10 smaller than that in the reaction 
8 d lJ 23 +fVe and could be due to the accidental coincidence background. 

Discussion 

The data obtained indicate that when U 238 
is bombarded with 190 MeV N/2 

ions 

ternary fission is observed in less than 1/lo,ooo of all the events. It occurs from the 

excited state of 102. 260 
{ zZjfi•I(O,) 

It Is interesting to compare these data with those given in 

P 1!08 /l 40 
nary fission wan studied in the reaction b + t at 414 MeV. 

paper/7/ in which ter
i!. z jr:t :40.4 ). 

Despite the fact that 

Zz./!l• the ratio GJF/6zF for 
n U!8 11 4o 

in both cases fissioning nuclei have actually the same value 

Uz.l& N zz + e is more than by a factor of 50 as Rmall as that 

for l"b + f11.. • 

The disagreement between the data is very high, however, without any further comparison 

one should note a fact which is rather significant for studying ternary fission induced by 

heavy ions. 

At high excitation energies in reactions with heavy ions the mass distribution is 

a symmetrical curve close to the Gaussian distribution. The width of the mass distribution 

is very sensitive to the nuclear temperature, and as the incident energies and the masses of 

the fissioning nuclei increase ( with the increase of the incident particle mass) the 

contribut"ion of asymmetrical fission grows rather rapidly. 

If a nucleus with large mass and high excitation energy undergoes strongly asymmetri

cal fission, further binary fission of the heavier fragments can occur. 

It is natural that the following binary fission is significantly dependent upon the 

rnass distribution of the fragments at the first stage and the value rnj r;. of the heavier 

fragment. However, the total energy of this decay mode will be probably higher than in 

the case of real ternary fission, therefore for a more accurate comparison of experimental 

data one should know the energy distribution of the fragments for each case. 

In the reaction U231
+ Ne 22 the total energy of the fragments is about 250 MeV. 

The energy of the following binary fission should be much higher, therefore one has ground 

to believe that in this case the nuclei undergo real ternary fission. In the reaction in

duced by 414 MeV {/t 40 ions/7 •8/, however, the contribution of the following binary fission 

may be significant. 
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9.followers, lO.three-dimensional analyzer, ll.scalers. 
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